
GROUNDING SKILL 

TENSE, OBSERVE,
RELAX, OBSERVE

Step One
Focus on one specific area of your body 

 
Step Two

Tense and tighten this area
 

Step Three
Observe how this area feels when tense

 
Step Four

Release and relax the focus area 
 

Step Five
Observe how this area feels when relaxed

 
Step Six

Repeat as needed from the top of your head to
the tip of your toes 
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Shrug your shoulders up toward your ears
Hold for a few seconds

Release your shoulders gently downward



Step One
Take a deep breath and look around your

environment
 

Step Two
Name 5 blue things you see

 
Step Three

Name 5 red things you see
 

Step Four
Name 5 green things you see

 
Step Five

Continue with different colors until you feel
more grounded and present 
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If you run out of colors, you can use shapes
Name 5 round things, 5 square things, etc. 

GROUNDING SKILL 

NAME 5 THINGS
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GROUNDING SKILL 

BELLY BREATHING

Step One
Sit or lay in a comfortable position

 
Step Two

Place one hand on your belly and the other
hand on you chest

 
Step Three

Close your eyes and relax your jaw 
 

Step Four 
Take a slow, deep breath in allowing your belly 

 (not your chest) to fill up like a balloon
 

Step Five
Exhale slowly and fully allowing your belly to

deflate like a balloon 
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Focus on filling your belly (not your chest)
Feel your hand rise and fall with the belly 



GROUNDING SKILL 

TREE ROOTS
VISUALIZATION
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Step One
Sit in a comfortable seat with your bare feet

planted firmly on the ground
 

Step Two
Close your eyes and breathe slowly and fully

relaxing your body and mind with each exhale
 

Step Three
Image you have tree roots growing from your

feet extending deep into the earth 
 

Step Four
Feel the roots grounding you and the earth

supporting you
 

Step Five
Imagine retracting your roots back into your

feet 
 

Spend as much time in step four as needed
to feel grounded and connected

to the moment 


